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Who are Brakes and who am I 

Brakes/Sysco
one of the largest foodservice 

companies in the UK
Purchased by SYSCO, the 

largest foodservice company 
in the US, in 2016

Sites across UK and 
Ireland with sister 

companies in 
France and Sweden

Leading supplier of 
frozen, chilled and 

grocery products to the 
hospitality industry, 

schools, hospitals, care 
homes

Sue Rowland
Regional Health and Safety 

Business Partner for 
Sysco GB

Worked in Health & 
Safety for 20+ years
Initially at Northern 

Foods (2Sisters), 
Brakes nearly 10 years

My team cover 
H&S for all of Sysco 
GB and at present I 

am looking after 
our Speciality 

Group



What is todays presentation about

Loading Dock Safety/Key Control.

Brakes’ journey…….
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Case Study – The process we used to follow

Sites were 
reporting on these 

each month as 
green therefore 
we believed we 
did not have a 

problem

Specific Audit for 
Key Control

Sites used Internal 
Audit System

• 5-8 questions

• If all compliant then 
confident this subject is 
being well maintained

Drivers were 
allowed to remain 

in their vehicles

Loading bays use 
traffic light 
system; red 

cannot move, 
green ok to pull 

off the bay

All visiting drivers, 
including our own 
drivers from other 

depots, handed 
their keys in when 
they had reversed 
onto the loading 

bay



What was really happening and what we need to do

‘Desire Lines’

• The concrete path - what we thought was happening

• The muddy path - what was actually happening

Drivers second set of keys

Loaders not shutting doors 

Drivers ignoring traffic lights

A number of near misses, LUCK stopped them from being more serious 

• Trialled mechanical devices

• Change the mindset of our own colleagues and those who deliver in 
to us  

• Make Brakes a safe place to deliver to

• Get the drivers out of the vehicles.



It took time and effort to win people over 

Constantly repeating the message

Pulling colleagues up for not following process

But eventually it became second nature.  Like wearing hi-viz.

UK Supply Chain Director would also do spot checks.  He has now moved to the US where he is implementing 
this process

If there is a serious accident you will be asked how do you manage key control on your site.  Why are 
you not getting drivers out of cabs, key control or some sort of mechanical device.

What we did

Liaised with ECF and H&S reps 
to get their buy in for the new 

process

Created a specific audit (Compliance Standard)

• Depot Managers sign

• Reviewed annually

• Monthly checks

• Part of the H&S Audit carried out by Group

• CHECK,CHECK,CHECK

It’s the first thing we tell drivers who come on site

• Not allowed to remain in their vehicle

• Direct them where they have to wait

• Carried out vehicle checks

• Drivers became accustomed to the new rules



• Drivers didn’t want to comply
• They would hide in their cabs – lay on the bunk

• They would sneak back into the vehicle

• How do you get the keys from driver to loading bay door
• Smaller sites were much easier as the driver would go to goods-in and leave the keys

• Loaders would go to the office and get the keys

• Larger sites may do goods-in at the gatehouse and then sent to the bay

• We had to create chutes at some of our larger sites with a chain and hook where drivers could hook the keys onto it before going to the drivers 
room/canteen

• We considered chocks or signs which are put directly in front of the vehicle at a height that can be read whilst sat in the cab saying do 
not move until told to do so
• This meant someone had to go out into the yard to put in place

• More personnel interacting with vehicles in the yard

• ‘desire lines’ – people will cut corners and they wouldn’t get used

Pitfalls



It was very challenging during COVID when we were trying to limit the number of people coming into our buildings

Where sites had drivers room’s separate from the building i.e. portacabins, process could remain the same

Where sites did not have this facility, drivers had to remain in the cab 

• All drivers had to sign a declaration to confirm;

• They had handed in all keys to the vehicle

• Trailer Brake was to be applied and/or Red airline detached

• Drivers had to sit in the passenger seat 

• Checks were even more important now

We are now moving back to our process for getting drivers out of cabs

COVID



Further Improvements

• Loading Bay Door Decals

• Yellow Triangle for keys placed so 
that you have to shut the door to 
retrieve the keys.

• Red door decal – reminds 
colleagues every time that they 
must have the keys on the door 
before opening



Back to the ‘Desire Lines’

• Constantly monitoring

• new drivers coming onto 
site all the time who may 
not know this process

• People will always try to 
cut corners

• What doesn’t get checked 
doesn’t get done!!

If there is a serious accident you 
will be asked, how do you manage 
key control on your site.  Why are 
you not getting drivers out of cabs, 
key control or some sort of 
mechanical device.

Summary
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